
• Ask your tenant for a photo of the solar 
controller. This is important because it is common 
for different brands of systems to have multiple 
types of controllers. The controller is mounted 
near the pump. If we know the controller, we 
know what parts to use and we can normally tell 
you what it will need over the phone.

• Ask your tenant to take a photo of the tank and 
installation and email it to you.

• Visit our website  
www.solarhotwaterrepairsqld.com.au and go to 
our manufacturers page. Here you will find 
manuals on the system and information that 
may be helpful in minimising your solar hot water 
repair.

• Ask the tenant if their booster has been turned 
on so they have hot water until a repair agent can 
fix their system.
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Solar Hot Water Repairs QLD specialises in hot 
water and solar hot water repairs and 
maintenance. This is all we do and have done for 
the last ten years. Our trucks carry a full range of 
replacement parts for any solar hot water system. 
This allows us to fix solar hot water systems 
quickly and at the lowest possible price.  You make 
the call and we are on the door ready to fix your 
broken down solar hot water system.

ABOUT US

We have tailored our solar hot water and hot water 
repair business to suit the needs and requirements 
for all aspects of property management. Our billing 
structure is simple. Replacement components and 
repairs are billed from a fixed schedule of rates 
that has been calculated to suit every client.  This 
way you know what the costs are upfront and 
there are no hidden surprises.

PRICING

We specialise in supplying solar hot water 
replacement parts on a national level, as well as 
installations and repairs of solar hot water 
systems locally. This means we can achieve the 
lowest level of pricing possible. It also makes 
property management easy when it comes to solar 
hot water repairs.  We can receive the call and give 
you the options with fixed price repairs to do the job.

STOCK ON HAND
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